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ABSTRACT 

Globally in which reduce-throat competition is there, importance of R&D is growing for survival of 

industries. The paper discusses the crucial factors, which require attention in controlling R&D 

activities for the boom of Indian MSMEs. It indicates some price discount measures in which R&D 

performs an essential function. One of the features of R&D is continuous development in the 

product so that you can face the competition. R&D has a significant position to play in relation to 

improving individual and institutional performance, and the Indian SME region is not any 

exception to this rule. The research and development (R&D) is a vital contributor to economy of 

any country and therefore increase and sustainability of R&D essential for nations. As the pace of 

era is accelerating and more modern technologies and approaches are getting important, R&D is 

becoming an essential component in fulfillment of the organizations and economies in a 

globalised and aggressive international. Businesses that continually and constantly spend money 

on R&D outperform others. Even though R&D is commonly undertaken by means of industry and 

academia, the government plays a key role in growing regulations that foster R&D and its 

sustainability. 
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INTRODUCTION 

India has experienced speedy economic boom in latest years, but is presently suffering with an 

economic disaster. The past growth has especially been due to the liberalization of the financial 

system for the duration of the 1990s. The manufacturing sector has significantly benefited from 

this economic opening and nonetheless contributes a major share to the Indian Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP). The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) area performs a vital function 

in the national manufacturing industry and contributes significantly to employment and exports 

of the country. The studies environment in India presents a tremendous opportunity for 

multinational agencies across the world due to its intellectual capital available inside the country. 

Legions of Indian engineers running across the globe highlight the pretty skilled manpower to be 

had at competitive charges. Therefore, several MNCs have shifted or are shifting their research 

and development (R&D) base to India. These R&D bases either increase products to serve the 

nearby market or help the discern corporation distant places supply new revolutionary generation 

of products faster to the markets internationally. 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) play a pivotal function within the overall business 

and economic development of a country and are considered as the high drivers for employment 

era and GDP boom, besides contributing to the balanced local development. Further, MSMEs 

contribute greatly to economic diversification, social balance, and play a critical role in 

improvement of the private region. The entrepreneurial spirit and progressive nature of those 

corporations had been essential in riding competitiveness in the economy. MSMEs play the vital 

role of a catalyst in driving boom of the Indian financial system by way of offering crucial linkages 

to large local and international price chains. As in line with the Fourth All India Census of MSME, 

2006 MSMEs are predicted to make a contribution around 45% to India’s production output and 

40% to India’s exports, in terms of value. More than 117 million humans have been hired in round 

51 million working businesses. Rural gadgets with 200.2 lakh working businesses account for 

55.3% of the whole running organizations inside the MSME region. Alternatively, there are 161.6 

lakh running organizations in the city area accounting for 44.7% of the overall running enterprises 

in the MSME region. Indian MSMEs are spread across the period and breadth of the country, with 

the southern region accounting for nearly 10.33 of the entire MSMEs in India. Further, nearly 32% 

of the companies are engaged in manufacturing sports, whilst the last 68% are engaged in 

offerings. In terms of possession styles among MSMEs, 91.1% are proprietary corporations, 4% 

are partnership enterprises, 2.8% are privately run corporations, 0.5% are publically listed, 0.3% 

are owned by using cooperatives/trusts, even as the remaining 2.3% do now not have a selected 
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possession sample. There are extra than 6,000 merchandise manufactured by using the Indian 

MSMEs, in addition to imparting a huge range of services. 

Most countries have a coverage framework in location for helping and strengthening the linkages 

among enterprise and R&D establishments as well as encouraging R&D sports and uptake via 

MSMEs. Additionally India has numerous programmes to inspire generation transfer inside the 

unique enterprise sectors. But, inside the MSME steel finishing area these strategies had been of 

restricted fulfillment. It's far therefore the intention of this document to derive policy concept on 

the way to improve the get right of entry to of MSMEs to appropriate resource efficiency 

technology and foster innovation and technology transfer. Nowadays numerous MNCs have 

shifted or are going to shift their studies and improvement (R&D) base to India.  The overall India-

based totally R&D Globalization and R&D services marketplace reached US$ 20 billion in 2015, up 

by way of 9.9% over 2014. The government of India is now focusing increasingly on research and 

development sector that could without problems be concluded from the union price range 2015-

16. The industry demands increasingly fund to emphasize the research and development program 

within the social area where the sufficient opportunity is gift. 

Country like India’s length ought to invest at the least 2% of GDP on R&D, but this cannot be 

executed without the personal zone improving its investments in technology development. 

Moreover, notwithstanding international economic turmoil, India stays one of the quickest 

developing economic systems. As a consequence, a massive possibility lies for the businesses in 

India to beautify their R&D and commercial efforts. Incentivizing R&D may also result in 

employment era and introduction of a understanding economic system. Therefore, improvement 

of generation parks, understanding incubators and patent-control corporations need to be 

advocated as well. As India continues on a sustained boom trajectory, the want for strong R&D 

surroundings coupled with an accelerated investment each by using the non-public quarter and 

the authorities in R&D profits significance. 

ENABLING THE NEXT INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

The government has targeted to create 100 million jobs from the manufacturing sector with the 

aid of 2022 with the aim to supply manufacturing excellence and global competitiveness. The 

government has recognized 25 sectors of numerous industries that display remarkable capacity to 

grow together with automobile, food processing, and chemicals. Even as numerous Original 

Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are keen to enter the marketplace, some are already setting up 

their research and development (R&D) base in India. R&D is one sector for which India is 

unexpectedly developing right into a hub. With the large quantum of skilled workers in India, 

several multinational companies are turning to India to set up their research and development 
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units. It is very clean even though that the non-public sector in India is not always making an 

investment in R&D, with the authorities of India remaining the biggest spender within the sector. 

R&D & innovation will be the key to sustained industrial increase and for competitive advantage 

in global marketplace. 

India is now being mentioned at the worldwide degree for improvement of smart cities. The 

smart cities assignment is a miles wanted and revolutionary initiative of the government of India 

to pressure financial boom and enhance the first-class of life of people by way of enabling nearby 

improvement and harnessing generation as way to create smart answers for citizens. The 

government plans to construct 100 smart cities across India within the period of 5 years and 

foresee India as a virtual leader of offerings in various sectors along with healthcare, education 

and finance. to restore the city landscape of the country  to lead them to extra livable and 

inclusive, except driving economic growth, government of India has embarked on an ambitious 

Smart Cities programme. India is predicted to witness an upward thrust in urban population from 

377 million in 2011 to 600 million in 2031. By the year 2031 India is likewise anticipated to have 

grown its economic system by means of five instances, sustained largely by way of the country's 

urban centers. Given this rapid price of urbanization, India is likely to have round 68 towns with 

population of more than one million by way of 2030.  

 

Technology will play a critical position in assembly the urban infrastructure goals within the long 

term. The urban migration venture in India is a ways more unparalleled than everywhere within 

the globe and as a result India desires to innovate and increase its specific smart towns 

programme enabled by Information and Communications Technology (ICT). The solution is to 

develop new cities and modernize existing Indian cities leveraging the efficiencies and 

effectiveness enabled via implementing city particular ICT solutions. The smart city 
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transformation could be fueled by means of enhance technology and the deployment of 

intelligence & information management systems. 

Dream of smart cities can be achieved at accelerated pace with higher reliance on ICT 

(information and communications technology). Digital disruptions consisting of social media, 

mobility, machine-to-machine (M2M), Internet of things (IoT), Big Data, and Cloud Computing will 

become the backbone of subsequent era smart cities. 

IMPORTANCE OF SUPPORTING R&D 

A globally aggressive and expertise driven economic system has a sturdy research and 

improvement (R&D) surroundings as a spine. Sustained boom particularly in advanced 

international locations has been attributed to R&D via economists around the world and 

therefore, the relation between R&D and monetary growth is a protracted-term, unexpectedly 

evolving relationship. 

 Essential investment for long-term growth of economies 

It has been visible that R&D has been a main determinant of monetary increase in evolved 

nations. This increase has been strongly connected to increases in public and private R&D. at the 

same time as government guide is important for boom in R&D, it's miles critical that studies is 

likewise financed by using the personal sector to accelerate growth. 

 Contributes to a country’s Competitiveness  

Multinational businesses are more and more internationalizing their R&D activities to be able to 

gain advantage over their competitors. Supporting those R&D activities through R&D tax 

incentives can make a rustic a distinctly extra appealing region for R&D investments than its 

competition. 

 Generates “Public” Goods 

Knowledge is ‘Public’ Good – it spills over to different corporations and groups which did now not 

bear the charges of this funding. There may be additionally a chance issue involved harnessing 

private sector investment in R&D as few R&D generated products is possibly to end up as 

marketable new merchandise. However, support from the authorities to comfortable this know-

how and innovation will not simply offer incentives to firms to put money into R&D and decrease 

the hazard involved but also cause technology of ‘public’ goods as a way to provide a facet to the 

country. 

 Creates and maintains jobs 

Making an investment in research and offering adequate incentives leads to creation of jobs, 

specifically for the pool of engineers and researchers within the society. R&D is the driver of 

monetary growth and consequently, its miles crucial to attract a incredibly skilled pool of skills 
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with a high degree of academic ability. Incentivizing R&D will create greater opportunities, 

especially for graduates. 

INDIAN INDUSTRY’S INVESTMENT IN R&D 

Government introduced diverse startup intellectual property protection schemes to ease patent 

submitting for startups & sell awareness & adoption of IP rights. Furthermore, underneath these 

schemes, the authorities bear the costs of the facilitators for patents, logos or designs that a 

startup may record. Startups only have to bear the price of the statutory charges. 

R&D Funding in India 

 

Source: IBEF Report 

The above figure states that India’s R&D investments extended to USD 71.48 billion in 2016 from 

USD 66.49 billion in 2015. R&D investments have helped Indian companies to triumph over tight 

opposition with cheap merchandise the world over. 

R&D SPENDING INDIA 

In terms of R&D spending India is rising as a leader in frugal & call for driven innovation among 

numerous international countries across the globe. India’s proportion of global R&D spending 

rose to 3.53% in 2015 from 3.43% in 2014 & is forecast to be at 3.67% in 2016. The below table 

depicts the results of spending. R&D affects society through its development of new knowledge, 

which generates new markets and new salary-earning opportunities. This stands true with 

evolved economies that understand the importance and spend almost 3% of its GDP to R&D 

infrastructure. 
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R&D spending in India (USD Billion) 

 

Source: IBEF Report 

MNC WITH R&D CENTERS IN INDIA 

Worldwide spending on R&D has reached a file excessive of just about US$ 1.7 trillion. 

Approximately 10 nations account for 80 % of spending. As part of the Sustainable improvement 

dreams (SDGs), countries have pledged to appreciably growth public and personal R&D spending 

in addition to the quantity of researchers by means of 2030. 

MNC with R&D centers in India 

 

Source: IBEF Report 

 The range of firm organizations with R&D facilities in India's Compound Annual Growth Rate 

of 4.57% from 721 to 943 inside the year 2010-2016. 

 During the year 2010-2016, the body of workers in M Multinational companies R&D centers 

increased at a CAGR of 10.08% & reached 3, 63,000 that are envisioned to similarly boom to 

3,87,000 with the aid of 2017 in India. 

As India proceeds to tread a course of industrial development, it's going to ought to don't forget 

R&D as a massive sport changer, especially for precedence sectors. R&D has a sizeable position to 

play on the subject of enhancing person and institutional overall performance, and the Indian 

SME sector isn't any exception to this rule.  With increasing competitive stress, the want of the 

hour for the Indian SME region is to advantage global publicity and awareness of technological 
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advancements. India spends approximately 0.9% of its GDP on R&D as compared to US which 

spends 2.79%. India nonetheless lags BRIC countries wherein R&D spend is more than 1% of GDP. 

For instance, Indian Pharma quarter has evolved from being an importer of drugs to being globally 

aggressive and producing around 22% of global conventional tablets out of which 40% are 

exported. This indigenization has been viable via sizeable research, foreign collaboration, 

government funds and policies like the Patents Act. This is a good example that the government is 

attempting to replicate the same for India’s Defence sector – inspire weapon procurement from 

home producers and discourage dependency on imports, that's as high as 15% of world hands 

imports making India the biggest importer of weapons.  

CHALLENGES: R &D 

Low investments and absence of integration inside diverse agencies have commonly been at the 

reasons for R&D sector no longer choosing the preferred pace. Although it's far honest to mention 

that, India has no longer had a subculture of investments in R&D but evaluating it with other 

Asian countries who make good enough investments within the zone suggests a gloomy scenario. 

Despite the fact that, India has no dearth of talent but it nevertheless lacks at the back of other 

nations in terms of contributions in the direction of quality research. 

 Education System 

Educational institutes increase students and engineers who are handiest geared up with figuring 

out solutions to troubles. But, some other part of a successful innovation ecosystem is identifying 

and spotting the trouble inside the first place. This calls for laying a basis on the primary and 

secondary gaining knowledge of stage to enable a lifestyle. Providing nearby possibilities to 

counter ‘brain drain’ is any other challenge. Fashion of students opting to go to different countries 

to pursue their careers has been on a growth. That is because big sums of offers are available for 

research that's attractive for students. 

 Risk-Averse Atmosphere 

Greatest improvements come out of taking tremendous dangers. Risk taking is essential to a 

successful R&D atmosphere. But, in a country like India, career picks are more often than not 

primarily based on short returns at the investments made. 

 Investments 

Historically, India has not invested in R&D as it has not been given primacy due to various factors. 

Investments in conventional sectors have been made though the importance of R&D has been 

realized over the years. Currently, India performs substantially Intel plans to invest in Bengaluru 

as research & development which could be the biggest centre outside the US with Rs 1,100 crore 

(US$ 170.59 million). 
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 Goods Services Tax 

Structure of taxes in any country has a long-term impact on R&D region enjoyable its ability. 

Higher taxes like corporation tax lessen the amount available for organizations for investment and 

investing in R&D. The government has taken recognition of this and has been taking initiatives to 

reduce business enterprise tax and increase tax incentives so as to have acceptable outcomes 

within the coming years. Research & Development undertaken with the aid of manufacturing 

groups inclusive of automobiles, pharmaceuticals and IT sector, the royalty and technical know-

how bills might now not be prone to a R&D cess of 5%. The removal of 5% R&D cess, typically 

relevant for vehicle, chemical and IT hardware corporations, who may be paying a license rate for 

uploading era, is a step closer to the implementation of Goods and Services Act (GST). Most of 

these sectors pay R&D cess of 5% on import of era and information, IPR and consulting 

engineering offerings, which isn't available as a credit score or set-off. Now with the repealing of 

the R&D Cess Act, the pool of service tax credit score will get accelerated by using 5% of the price 

of import of technology. It could also be useful for positive pharma companies together with sun 

Pharma, Lupin and Glen mark who may additionally have executed a technology transfer for 

research. 

R&D OPPORTUNITIES IN INDIA 

India is speedy becoming an appealing destination for investments specifically in Asia. India has 

also emerged as the most favored locations for innovation in Asia and the third biggest, globally, 

with Bengaluru leading the charge. The MNC R&D facilities have visible a gradual growth over 

time with 5.2% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) from 721 in 2010 to 928 within the year 

2015 and are anticipated to reach 955 via end of 2016. India’s R&D atmosphere has grown at an 

exceptional tempo inside the final ten years. 42% of the worldwide 500 R&D spenders have 

centers in India, with the discern anticipated to reach 49% by using 2020. 
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Source: hindubusinessline.com 

India’s transformation right into a global R&D hub is epitomized with the aid of the strides the 

country is making in attracting R&D investments in the electronics and IT phase, beating the likes 

of us and Germany. India leads with 30% of the global ER&D centre.  India leads with 57 of these 

ER&D centres. Other prominent ER&D locations are the US, China, Singapore, France, Israel, the 

United Kingdom, South Korea and Ireland. Some of the organizations that invested in putting in 

their R&D centres in India as an extension in their manufacturing plans include auto majors which 

include Rolls-Royce and Michelin to electronics manufacturers inclusive of Foxconn, Ericsson and 

LeEco. China, Germany and Taiwan lead in ‘Make in India’ pushed Indian ER&D centres. Together 

those three international locations account for more than two-thirds of the ER&D centre bulletins. 

Other making investment international locations are Denmark, France, Japan, Spain, Sweden, and 

the United Kingdom. 

A number of the important initiatives taken by way of the Government of India to promote R&D 

which includes: 

 The Government of India targets to increase India into a global innovation hub by using 2020 

on the returned of powerful government measures taken to provide an allowing surroundings 

for developing research and development in India.  

 India and Israel have agreed to beautify the bilateral cooperation in technology and 

generation inside the next two years via supplying US$ 1 million from each aspect to assist 

new research and improvement (R&D) initiatives inside the areas of big records analytics in 

healthcare and cyber safety.  
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 With the government’s assistance, the R&D sector in India is all set to witness a few robust 

growths inside the coming years. Consistent with a study by means of management consulting 

company Zinnov, engineering R&D market in India is anticipated to develop at a CAGR of 14% 

to attain US$ 42 billion through 2020. 

 India is also predicted to witness sturdy boom in its agriculture and pharmaceutical sectors 

because the government is making an investment large sums to set up dedicated research 

centres for R&D in those sectors. The Indian IT industry is also anticipated to add to the 

improvement of the R&D sector.  

 As far as funds for expenditure on R&D is concerned, India's most important agency for 

disbursing research offers, the ministry of technology and generation, obtained Rs 9,500 crore 

($1.5 billion) in 2015-2016, an 8% hike over the preceding year’s pledged price range. But due 

to cuts in studies spending in different departments, the overall allocation for technological 

know-how (which incorporates seven different ministries that adopt studies: agriculture, 

defence, earth sciences, health, renewable electricity, space and atomic strength), stood at Rs 

41,900 crore, most effective 3.4% extra than what became pledged the previous 12 months. 

India spends much less than one percent of its GDP on R&D spending; whereas for America 

and China, the numbers stand at 2.7% and a pair of.04%.  

 Expenditure on R&D ought to be considered as an investment that leads to more efficient and 

most suitable production strategies and use of assets. One invention or innovation can 

gasoline many extra. Take for instance how the GPS has caused many place Location Based 

Services (LBS) the usage of the smart telephone. It is exciting to notice that nowadays GPS 

receiver uses formulae primarily based on the overall concept of Relativity, postulated via 

Albert Einstein greater than a hundred years in the past! These LBS encompass services to 

identify an area of someone or item, discovering the nearest ATM, parcel monitoring, 

automobile monitoring, and cellular commerce advertising directed at customers based on 

their cutting-edge location. The boom of shipping aggregators like Uber and Ola is but another 

instance of ways GPS has furnished employment and convenience to such a lot of human 

beings. Increasing the level of R&D may have a tremendous effect on boom prices in the 

financial system inside the near or long time. 

 Globally the countries that benefit the maximum from studies may not continually be the 

international locations that perform the research. Owing to a spill-over effect, the potential 

blessings of recent thoughts might not accrue to those who innovate them. Possibly that is 

why the personal quarter may be less motivated to spend on R and D activities. A good way to 

inspire R&D activities of the non-public zone, the government needs to provide interventions 
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together with tax incentives and safety of highbrow belongings rights, as well as providing 

direct guide along with deliver and finance conveniences. Public and personal investment can 

play special but frequently complementary roles in supplying an impetus to analyze. A latest 

economic report about the investment fashion analysis inside the United Kingdom estimates 

that a one percent will increase in public expenditure on R&D will result in 0.48% to 0.68% 

growth in non-public expenditure on R&D. 

 Public investment can focus on simple research as it normally does now not have an 

instantaneous payoff however frequently conjures up and sets the stage for further ideas. As 

an instance, NASA’s quest to place a person on the moon stimulated them to expand higher 

sound recording and analyzing technologies. Private investments may be centered on 

developmental and applied research. 

FACTORS 

 MNC centers: India is fast becoming a pinnacle R&D outsourcing destination. 60% of latest 

MNC’s have already mounted their Global-in-house centres. This is likely to choose-up more 

paces as new MNC’s are eying Indian to installation their base. 

 Start-up Eco system: India may have colorful begin-up surroundings and could create a large 

variety of success IP-led organizations. 

 Academia: Promotion of Academia/enterprise partnerships will take form as there is a push 

to decorate entrepreneurship and innovation culture. 

 Infrastructure: numerous Infrastructure regulations like Make in India, Digital India, Smart 

cities shall generate call for R&D led solutions. 

 Market: market dymanics is already moving closer to Asia. India’s domestic marketplace turns 

into one among the most important customer market. 

RECENT INVESTMENTS AND DEVELOPMENTS 

 Tata Motors has tied up with Microsoft for using its associated vehicle generation along 

aspect artificial intelligence (AI) abilities to enhance the in-car related experience. 

 Robert Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions (RBEI) has inaugurated its new reliability 

checking out laboratory in Naganathapura in Bengaluru, construct for US$ 3.5 million, and 

able to checking out Electronic Component Units (ECU) utilized in automobiles, aircrafts, 

domestic home equipment and comparable other structures. 

 US-based totally Mondelez worldwide, a multinational confectionery, meals, and beverage 

agency which makes Cadbury chocolates and Bournvita, plans to make investments US$ 15 

million to set up a global studies, improvement and nice hub in Thane, Maharashtra. 
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 The US and India have signed a US$ 30 million agreement for a public-non-public five-year 

research initiative on clever grid and energy storage era. 

 The government of India and the government of the UK have signed an settlement to work 

together inside the fields of solar energy and Nano cloth research, which is expected to yield 

high satisfactory and excessive impact research outputs having commercial relevance, 

focused in the direction of addressing societal desires. 

 Boston Scientific Corporation plans to develop a gadget which includes stents, catheters and 

pacemakers at its Gurgaon facility in India for the Asia Pacific, Middle East and African 

markets, which will make India its largest R&D hub outside US. 

 Ford Motor Company plans to launch a new global generation and business centre in Chennai, 

a good way to host operations of Ford international business services in areas of records era 

(IT), product engineering, finance and accounting and statistics analytics. 

 India’s largest -wheeler producer, Hero Motocorp has set up an integrated R&D facility with a 

funding of Rs 850 crore (US$ 126.74 million) at the outskirts of Jaipur. 

 Informatica, a US-primarily based cloud and information management corporation, plans to 

make big investment in subsequent four years to increase its Bengaluru R&D facility. 

 Chinese telecom gear maker Huawei has launched a research and development (R&D) 

campus in Bengaluru with an investment of US $ 170 million. The campus, the primary via any 

Chinese organization, has a capacity to deal with 5,000 engineers and is the largest R&D 

centre of Huawei out of doors China. At gift 2,700 people are running here, with 98% being 

neighborhood workers. 

 American chipmaker Broadcom is betting huge on developing solutions tailor-made to India 

and different rising international locations from its Bengaluru R&D unit. The important thing 

opportunities targeted on are inside the regions of net of factors and wearables market in 

India. Out of Broadcom’s worldwide headcount of approximately 11,000 people, the India 

R&D centre has about 1,500 people. 

 Twitter Inc is making plans to set up its first facility outside the US in the shape of an R&D 

centre in Bengaluru to grow faster and boost up user adoption in emerging markets. Twitter 

plans to use Bengaluru-based cell marketing and analytics employer Zip Dial mobile solutions 

Pvt. Ltd’s team to construct this new R&D facility. 

 The government of India plans to installation an Indian Council for Fertilizers Research, which 

might inspire development of new fertilizers and nutrients and thereby increase the boom of 

agriculture sector within the country. 
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 India and Japan are exploring ways to strengthen their collaboration in diverse fields of 

technology and generation, which includes artificial intelligence, energy, ocean sciences, 

marine instrumentation, high skill development and analysis of Big Data, research & 

development and bio information, while many projects are within the planning procedure. 

 India’s steel Ministry has introduced investing a fund of Rs 100 crore (US$ 14.91 million) to 

undertake in R&D units with the participation from industries and the government to triumph 

over the technological gaps. 

 A group of scientists from India and Bangladesh will conduct for the primary, joint marine 

research within Bangladesh’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), which is anticipated to assist in 

expertise weather conditions and monsoon patterns in India. 

CONCLUSION 

R&D is an empirical manner to acquire all of the goals for a MSME. They have internalized 

innovativeness and adaptability as a result of their dynamic nature and agility to survive in spite of 

several demanding situations. If SMEs had been to mix these attributes with movement 

orientated R&D applications and authorities aid, the profitable final results could really make a 

contribution to India’s financial system. India is a robust contender in the subject of world R&D. 

For India to derive maximum boom and sustainability of R&D, its R&D fundamentals must be 

powerful and magnificent. Research & Development has an excellent position to play with regards 

to enhancing organizational overall performance, and the Indian MSME vicinity isn't any 

exception to this.  With developing competition, the need of the hour for the Indian MSME 

location is to benefit exposure and consciousness of technological improvements. 
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